Modulation of the antibody response to the HIV envelope subunit by co-administration of infectious or heat-inactivated canarypoxvirus (ALVAC) preparations.
Poxviruses are large DNA viruses capable of infecting a broad range of animal species. Infection is generally accompanied by an inflammatory response in the host, the extent of which varies considerably with the specific poxvirus and host species. Regarding ALVAC, a poxvirus derived from the canarypox vaccine strain, Kanapox, and which represents a promising immunization vehicle in humans, nothing is known about its inflammatory capacity. The present study was aimed at documenting this issue in rodents, including mice and guinea pigs. It was then attempted to evaluate how such properties could influence the immunogenicity of an antigen concomitantly administered with ALVAC preparations using the HIV envelope subunit, rgp160, as the model immunogen. The results revealed that ALVAC, either infectious or heat-inactivated, induced in both animal species an early inflammatory response, as evidenced by a rapid migration of neutrophils to the site of inoculation. In parallel, the canarypoxvirus was shown to strongly adjuvant the co-administered immunogen, resulting in a marked increase in Env-specific IgG, IgG1 and particularly IgG2(a) serum titers. Of further interest, the heat-inactivated preparation of ALVAC retained this immunostimulatory activity. Whether or not a link between the inflammatory and immunomodulatory properties of ALVAC exists remains to be established, but such features are clearly interesting with respect to the potential use of ALVAC as an immunization vehicle.